
NORTHERN SOUTHERNERS BUSINESS PLAN

Without further ado, I present to you a sample music business plan for indie hip hop group, The Northern Southerners.
Northern Southerners.

In any case, the next step is to ask the students to think about how they would have turned their principle into
policy. The delegates were about a hundred and twenty in number, but crowds of colored citizens were
interested spectators through the four days, and the house was always filled full. Equally important, students
will better appreciate how astute African Americans were in pursuing their goals during the Reconstruction
era. Moving away from economic differences and cotton as simplistic causes leads to a more complex and far
more interesting story. Many factors plunged the nation into chaos in  Were the former slaves American
citizens? Virginia planters made a fortune growing tobacco, making tobacco the first King. Half of my clients
will make me sign a Non Disclosure Agreement and swear me to secrecy for good reason. Arguably railroads
did as much as anything else to stitch the nation back together again. These taxes, in the end, drove a wedge
between poor whites and African Americans and ensured that black southerners could not take for granted the
support of poor white southerners who bridled at paying taxes on their land to fund new schools. Cotton and
Slavery "Cotton is King! When I ask college students to talk about the causes of the war, many tell the story of
Eli Whitney and the cotton gin. Taxes on the land of poor whites, then, helped to underwrite new schools in
the Reconstruction South. He told one audience in Chicago in that, "I think slavery is wrong, morally and
politically. Only a decade earlier the Supreme Court had ruled in the Dred Scott decision in that people of
African descent imported into the United States and held as slaves, or their descendantsâ€”whether or not they
were slavesâ€”could never be citizens of the United States. After the Civil War, were the Confederate states
conquered lands, frontier territories, or states in good standing? With the surrender of Confederate armies and
the capture of Jefferson Davis in the spring of , pressing questions demanded immediate answers. In the
process, they fundamentally revised the portrait of African Americans. Within two years white southern
intransigence, African American appeals, and political necessity convinced many northern Republicans that
extending citizenship to former slaves was a prerequisite for the restoration of the Union. Wars are never
simple and neither are their causes. Typically, students will identify the major actors as white northerners,
white southerners and blacks. In , there were more farms in the North than in the South, although Southern
states, especially in the Cotton Belt, had the majority of large farms 1, acres or more. Everything else, many
textbooks claim, was tied to that economic difference and was anchored by cotton. Throughout
Reconstruction, when not deterred by violence, blacks participated in extraordinary numbers in elections. Who
would pay for them? Nothing more dramatically symbolized the emerging integrated national market than the
massive regional effort on a single day in when all of the small gauge rail lines in the South were moved
several inches wider and realigned with the rail lines of the North. Many of these retirees moved to escape
high property taxes and icy winters, but sadly left behind the place they happily called home for most of their
lives, and beloved children and grandchildren. In response to students who propose universal public education,
I ask them about the funding for these new schools.


